Comparing Models for Gesture Recognition of Children’s Bullying Behaviors
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Abstract—We explored gesture recognition applied to the problem of classifying natural physical bullying behaviors by children. To capture natural bullying behavior data, we developed a humanoid robot that used hand-coded gesture recognition to identify basic physical bullying gestures and responded by explaining why the gestures were inappropriate. Children interacted with the robot by trying various bullying behaviors, thereby allowing us to collect a natural bullying behavior dataset for training the classifiers. We trained three different sequence classifiers using the collected data and compared their effectiveness at classifying different types of common physical bullying behaviors. Overall, Hidden Conditional Random Fields achieved the highest average F1 score (0.645) over all tested gesture classes.

1. Introduction

Bullying among children is a global issue that can cause long-term negative psychological and behavioral problems for both the victim and the bully. Children who bully others tend to have higher instances of conduct problems and dislike of school, whereas victims of bullying show higher levels of insecurity, anxiety, depression, loneliness, and low self-esteem compared to their peers [7], [13]. Despite the prevalence and severity of bullying, to our knowledge no research has been conducted on the automatic recognition/classification of physical bullying behaviors. Such recognition and classification, especially if done in real-time, can be useful for reporting and intervening to prevent negative effects. An example of an intervention could be a physical robot detecting a child’s bullying behavior and advising the child on what inappropriate behavior the child engaged in and why bullying is wrong.

In the computer vision community, human action recognition is typically studied on datasets of behaviors acted by adults performing in front of a camera in a structured fashion [29]. For example, specific behaviors may be acted in sequence in the same order, with every actor performing the target behaviors multiple times. However, our goal was to acquire children’s natural bullying behavior data. Nomura et al. (2015) found that children in a shopping mall in Tokyo had a tendency to show abusive, bullying behaviors towards a robot [15]. Informed by that work, we used a robot as a target of non-contact bullying behaviors by children for data collection purposes. Toward that end, we developed a humanoid anti-bullying robot that responds to perceived bullying behaviors by explaining why such behaviors are inappropriate. Children engaged in interacting with the robot tested out a variety of bullying behaviors to see how the robot would respond. We recorded a significant number of such playful, mock-bullying instances by children (see Figure 1) for use as a training set for the classification algorithm.

Bullying can manifest in a variety of forms, including physical (kicking, hitting), verbal (name-calling, intimidation), social (gossip), and cyber [23]. According to the literature, punching, kicking, showing/waving a fist, and pointing are prevalent in aggressive bullying and teasing, and are especially damaging [2], [4], [21]. Therefore, in the scope of this paper, we focus on the detection of those behaviors in one-on-one bullying. In group bullying, i.e., the cases where children bullied the robot in groups, we select the child closest to the robot as the bully.

We hypothesized that the bullying behaviors we examined lend themselves to effective classification using gesture recognition methods. We tested this hypothesis by training...
and comparing the following models for gesture recognition on our dataset: Hidden Conditional Random Fields, Hidden Markov Models, and Dynamic Time Warping [25]. The results of our experiments support our hypothesis: even with a small number of children’s free-form bullying behaviors as training and testing examples, Hidden Conditional Random Fields was able to discriminate among all four bullying gesture classes and a null class.

This paper contributes a novel process for obtaining natural bullying behavior data from children and comparatively demonstrates an effective gesture recognition approach for bullying behavior classification. With natural bullying data comes the challenge of accounting for a large null class, since bullying occurrences are much less common than non-bullying (null) events. We address this challenges by accounting for naturally imbalanced, noisy, and limited data associated with children’s misbehaviors, instead of relying on clean acted data.

We focus on testing the hypothesis that gesture recognition is appropriate for bullying behavior classification. The full dynamics of bullying were not modeled, as the focus was on determining the effectiveness of gesture recognition as a prerequisite. Toward that goal, we show that gesture recognition methods that have traditionally been tested on data from adults can also work on child data and on the specific task of bullying detection. We describe our approach to obtaining natural behavior data on children’s bullying behaviors using a humanoid robot as a bullying target and compare the performance of three validated classification models on those bullying behavior data.

2. Related Work

We briefly review existing literature relevant to physical bullying detection and behavior classification in child-robot interactions.

2.1. Bullying Detection

While little research has been conducted on the automatic detection of physical bullying behaviors specifically, related topics, such as human aggression and violence detection, have been explored. As a result, detection methods have been applied to a variety of domains, including the detection of aggressive behaviors by the elderly [5], violent human behavior in crowds [10], fight scenes in sports videos [14], violence in movies [1], [6], and physical bullying role-played by adults [26], [27].

Research in classifying aggression or violence has primarily focused on feature representations of RGB videos. For example, Chen et al. [5] studied binary motion descriptors in their classification of aggression in elderly, Nievas et al. [14] used motion space-invariant feature transform and space-time interest points in classifying hockey fights, Hassner et al. [10] used flow vector descriptors in their classification of crowd violence, and Ye et al. [26], [27] used acceleration and gyro data for role-played bullying detection.

Classification of aggressive behavior has also been studied on depth camera (RGB-D) videos in various forms. As surveyed by Zhang et al. [29], many RGB-D datasets consist of one or more aggressive behaviors, such as punching, kicking, pushing, and throwing. Furthermore, many of these datasets are widely used in action recognition experiments with novel feature representation or computational models; however, none of these datasets consist solely of aggressive behaviors, and none of these datasets involve child actors.

In the context of our study, bullying detection is the detection of a subset of physical children’s behaviors that are described as bullying in social science literature. Specifically, studies have found that intentional physical or emotional abuse, such as hitting, kicking, and pointing directed toward a victim from a person of greater power or strength is considered bullying [4], [16], [17], [19], [21]. These gestures can be observed from RGB-D data in the form of skeletons, making them the basis for our detection method.

2.2. Classification of Behaviors in Child-Robot Interactions

Limited research to date has been conducted on the data collection and automatic classification of children’s behaviors in child-robot interactions. We describe several notable studies in this domain.

Leite et al. [12] studied and classified the nonverbal behaviors that children show when they disengage from social interactions with robots. The setting of the study is similar to ours, but we classify nonverbal behaviors when children bully a robot. In that study, data used to model disengagement were collected from child-robot interaction studies primarily in the form of videos, which were hand-annotated and processed with a facial tracking algorithm for features of children’s behaviors. Support Vector Machines were used to classify and rank the most discriminative features of disengagement.

Strohkorb et al. [22] recorded a group of children interacting with robots using a tablet device to identify dominant behavior of one child over the others. Video data of child-robot interactions were recorded and hand-annotated for features including gaze, utterance, and gestures, then used to model social dominance. Logistic Regression and Support Vector Machines were used for classification. The appearance of the robots was designed to engage the children in the child-robot interactions, similar to our choice of using a humanoid robot.

In contrast to those works, we study the recognition of children’s bullying behaviors by taking into account the temporal component of human movement. Hence, we apply sequence classifiers to our task of detecting children’s bullying behaviors.
we were able to record those natural behaviors from the robot’s perspective.

We used Bandit, an adolescent-sized humanoid robot torso mounted atop a Pioneer P3-DX mobile robot base. We collected data on children’s behaviors using a Kinect One\(^1\) mounted on top of the robot (which was 1.12 meters tall) at a height of 1.35 meters and angled downwards at 13.8 degrees. This setup allowed the Kinect to capture children and adolescents up to 185cm (6’ 1”) tall. The system recorded skeletal features, depth data, and body segmentation information while simultaneously detecting poses in real time from tracked skeletons. At any point in time, we limited tracking and data collection to one child by only processing the closest skeleton in a 60-degree horizontal field of view of the Kinect sensor.

The real-time pose detector we used for data collection was heuristic-based. It normalized Kinect skeleton sizes, selected a set of representative skeletal joints for a pose, computed z-scores [8] of joint positions while the person held the pose, and used a manually set threshold to average those features. The threshold was based on estimating when the same pose is shown again by another person. This detector is not practical for general, reliable bullying detection because it neither captures the sequential nature of gestures nor the subtleties of children’s bullying, since it is not data-driven. In our testing and data collection, the heuristic-based pose detector often failed, causing us to capture fewer poses overall. However, in spite of its limitations, the automatic approach was sufficiently effective for the data collection process, allowing us to capture a natural behavior dataset that was used for bullying gesture recognition training and evaluation.

3.2. Dataset

The dataset consists of Kinect One skeletal data of 49 boys and 17 girls performing bullying gestures. No identifiable data of these children were published or shared. Boys’ heights ranged from 0.77m and 1.85m, with an average of 1.30m and the standard deviation of 0.17m. Girls’ heights ranged from 1.04m to 1.45m, with an average of 1.26m and the standard deviation of 0.11m. The bullying gestures collected in our dataset consist of hitting, pointing, kicking, showing a fist, and null classes shown by children in front of the demo robot. We only processed the gestures that did not make physical contact with the robot or Kinect and were demonstrated using the child’s right hand.

A hitting gesture is represented by the onset and apex of a swipe or punch performed in front of the body. Likewise, pointing and kicking gestures are represented by their onset and apex, demonstrated in front of the body. Showing a fist is represented with raising the hand and displaying the fist at the robot as if preparing to punch the robot. Finally, the null class represents other behavioral sequences the children performed. These behaviors were diverse and included walking, leaning forward, hand waving, and standing idle.

\(^1\) http://www.xbox.com/en-US/xbox-one/accessories/kinect
TABLE 1. THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN THAT SHOWED A GESTURE A SPECIFIC NUMBER OF TIMES IN OUR DATASET.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gesture class</th>
<th>Number of times a gesture was shown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointing</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitting</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showing Fist</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were a total of 91 pointing, 54 hitting, 40 showing a fist, 25 kicking, and 302 null gestures. The average sequence lengths of pointing, hitting, showing a fist, kicking, and null are: 33.5, 9.2, 46.8, 8.8, and 32.4 frames, respectively, at 15 frames per second

While every child showed a bullying gesture, not all children showed every gesture. Out of the 66 total children, 48 showed pointing, 24 showed hitting, 23 showed their fist, 16 showed kicking, and 60 (nearly everyone) showed the null sequence. Furthermore, gesture repetition rates varied greatly among children. For example, 25 children showed pointing only once, 13 children showed pointing 2 times, 5 children showed pointing 3 times, and so on. The repetition rates for all gesture classes can be seen in Table 1.

3.3. Video Annotation

Because all recorded videos are of a protected participant class (children), we opted to annotate the videos ourselves. The lead author was the only data coder; all annotations were done using Elan annotation software. We were careful not to bias the annotations by setting strict objective guidelines on the start (onset) and end (offset) times of each behavior; the onset is defined as the moment a child begins any specific behavior and the offset is when s/he completes the same behavior. Each video consisted of one or several unique behaviors of various durations; we manually analyzed each video to determine the onset and offset of our restricted set of bullying behaviors. A high number of all remaining video segments, including false positive behaviors, were labeled as the null class and are the reason for our dataset imbalance (Table 1).

4. Predicting Children’s Bullying Gestures

4.1. Procedure

A number of steps were needed to classify children’s bullying behaviors in our dataset. In order to prepare features, we used two approaches of processing raw skeletal data. First, we computed normalized 3D positions of the raw skeleton by converting all pairwise distances between

2. Because our demo robot and Kinect One configuration used an underpowered mini-PC, the Kinect skeletal data were not captured at 30Hz. To handle irregularity in the data time-series, we sampled the data at 15Hz.

neighboring joints to be unit length while preserving all joint angles, and by fixing the head joint to be at the origin. Second, we computed the velocities of all joints by subtracting the joint positions of every other raw skeleton in time and dividing by their time difference. Our use of normalized joint positions and velocities was inspired by the findings of Zanfir et al. on improving skeletal action recognition using simple descriptors [28]. A comparison of classifier performance for different feature representations can be seen in Figure 3.

Our data analysis indicates that gesture classes such as kicking and pointing require features that capture both stationary positions in pointing and fast movements in kicking. Figure 3 shows that, by themselves, velocity features outperform stationary features for classification of hitting and kicking, whereas solely using stationary features, in particular normalized positions, outperforms velocity features in classifying pointing and showing the fist. We achieve a balance of representing fast and stationary gestures by concatenating normalized joint position features and joint velocity features. This combined representation results in 150 features; the x, y, and z positions of all 25 joints were used in both the normalization and velocity computations. To reduce feature dimensionality, we applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to capture 90% of the variance of the original features in training sets and used the same principal components to classify test sets. The performance of the combined representation in gesture classifications can be seen in the Norm+Vel bars in Figure 3 and in a comparison of classifiers that use this representation in Figure 4.

Using the combined joint velocity and normalized joint position feature representation, we compared classification performance of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Discrete Hidden Markov Models (DHMMs), Continuous Hidden Markov Models (CHMMs), and Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRFs) on our data. Among sequence classifiers, DTW was chosen because it is a simple baseline, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) because they are standard generative models, and HCRF because it is a discriminative model. HCRFs and HMMs both employ hidden states for classification of sequences, but HCRFs only need one trained model for multi-class classification, whereas HMMs need separate models to be trained per class [24]. In contrast, DTW attempts to find an alignment between an input time series and a reference time series by computing the distance between them [3].

HCRF experiments were conducted using the HCRF library4, and HMM and DTW experiments were conducted using the Gesture Recognition Toolkit [9]. The DHMM had four states, and the HCRF had 10 states with a window size of 1 and an L2 regularization of 10. These parameters are consistent with the model comparison experiments performed by Wang et al. [24]. With these classifiers, we performed person-independent cross-validation experiments. Since our dataset contains 66 children, we used leave-11-childen-out cross-validation, where gesture data from 11 children were retained as validation data for testing a model, and the remaining gesture data from 55 children were used to train the model. In order to handle random seeds in our models, we repeated the training of each model five times. The six rounds of classification experiments as part of cross-validation and the repeated training of our models result in 30 classification experiments per model.

4.2. Evaluation

The primary evaluation metric we used was the F1 score [20], in order to capture classifier performance on both precision and recall of data with imbalanced class labels. We computed an F1 score for each gesture class to determine a classifier’s performance on specific gestures. To obtain a holistic performance score for a classifier across all gesture classes, we averaged the F1 scores across a gesture class to produce a macro-averaged F1 score. We also generate confusion matrices to examine how classifiers confuse predicted and actual class labels, discussed below.

4.3. Results and Discussion

Comparing F1 scores between classifiers for each gesture class reveals that HCRF obtains the highest scores at classifying children’s bullying gestures (Figure 4). The per-class F1 scores obtained by HCRF classifications are 0.79,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>F1 scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHMM</td>
<td>0.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHMM</td>
<td>0.496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRF</td>
<td>0.645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Confusion matrix for Dynamic Time Warping
0.54, 0.64, 0.68, and 0.90, for pointing, hitting, showing the fist, kicking, and null, respectively. The superior performance of HCRF can also be seen in Table 2, which shows cross-validation statistics on macro-averaged F1 scores. In Table 2, HCRF achieves the highest average and lowest standard deviation of F1 scores in cross-validation.

The confusion matrix of each classifier is given in Figures 5-8. A number of critical misclassifications can be seen in the confusion matrices. DTW confuses the fist with hitting and all of the gestures with null. CHMM confuses most gestures with pointing and null. The common confusion with the null class is likely caused by the dataset’s skewed class distribution towards that class, resulting from capturing natural behavior data. The HCRF is the only model to demonstrate the capability of discriminating all gesture classes in our dataset even in the presence of class imbalance, since the HCRF predicts true classes at the highest rates compared to other classes for all gestures (see Figure 8).

Contrary to common understandings of simple models such as DTW, and generative models such as CHMM and DHMM, such models are not necessarily better at generalizing and modeling small datasets as compared to discriminative models, such as HCRF [11]. In the case of our dataset, the HCRF discriminates all gestures classes while HMM and DTW mostly tend to mis-classify gestures. We suspect the reason behind HCRF outperforming HMM is because HMM presumes independence of observations given latent variables, while HCRF makes no such assumption [18]. In addition, we believe that HCRF outperforms DTW because HCRF models hidden temporal dependency structure in its latent variables, whereas DTW does not have this capability.

The results of HCRF classification are not without problems. For example, the predicted label is often null when actual labels are other gestures. Showing the fist and hitting gestures are also often confused with pointing. The former problem may be attributed to the imbalanced dataset, and the latter problem may be due to feature representations of hitting and pointing. There also seems to be a classification bias favoring long gesture sequences and more training data, which may explain why pointing and null classification are the best for not only the HCRF, but also CHMM and DTW.

Despite potential problems with HCRF classification of our dataset, HCRF still outperforms other models and its classification performance may be improved in uses with more training data and a more balanced training set.

5. Lessons from the Child-Robot Interaction

In this section, we share our observations on the robot interaction task from the perspectives of the interaction itself and the affective computing technologies we used. Then, we explain how these observations inform future research on better understanding and addressing bullying.

One of the most notable lessons we learned in the child-robot interaction was that children were very engaged in interacting with the robot, sometimes revisiting the demo later in the day to mock bully the robot again. We also
noticed that the responses made by the robot - correct or otherwise - encouraged more mock bullying. Dynamics of group interactions also played a role, where children were more likely to mock bully the robot when in a group than by themselves alone. Finally, we noticed that children almost always looked at the eyes of the robot when mock bullying it, rather than looking at the Kinect camera mounted above the robot.

The challenges associated with developing and using affective technologies for bullying detection are manifold. A significant challenge we faced involved minimizing the false positive rate of our classifiers, since a robot that falsely detects children’s bullying could lead to undeserved accusations of bullying. We know that given sufficient data, classification performance can reach higher levels of accuracy, however, the approach will likely never yield perfect results. Given this fact, an important question to address is how to develop technologies for bullying detection that minimizes false positives.

Another challenge we encountered was detecting group bullying. Although our work does not address group bullying, Kinect-type vision systems typically do not perceive more than 10 people, so it is difficult to track many individuals in a stable manner, as it is also non-trivial to maintain sustained tracking of a specific person.

In addition to these challenges, there are many other problems to be addressed in vision-based bullying detection. One of the most classic problems is collecting data at scale, so that state-of-the-art machine learning models can also be applied to bullying detection. More specific to bullying is the detection of nuanced behaviors, such as distinguishing between thumbs down and showing a fist, or detecting behind-the-back bullying. Another important area of study is identifying the bully, to enable the detection of repeated bullying as well as aid in bullying interventions.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

The ability to classify bullying gestures from children is necessary for automatically monitoring and intervening in cases of physical bullying at schools, playgrounds, and homes. To train effective recognizers, realistic data are needed, but socially sensitive behaviors are difficult to capture naturally.

We present a novel method of collecting data on children’s bullying gestures using an anti-bullying robot, which children engage with by naturally acting out bullying gestures in front of it. Using the collected data, we preform experiments with different sequence classifiers to compare their performance on discriminating gestures in the dataset. For per-class gesture recognition, we show that HCRF outperforms other models like HMM and DTW for every gesture based on F1 scores in our dataset, which features natural child bullying behaviors and is highly imbalanced. Neither HMM nor DTW perform comparably to HCRF across all gesture classes, suggesting that future domain-agnostic gesture recognition experiments should use the HCRF as a baseline model. Furthermore, this work offers a first glimpse at the classifier performance achievable in the domain of detecting children’s bullying gestures with natural, noisy, and limited data.

There are multiple lines of future work to explore in the gesture recognition of bullying behaviors. Since collecting data from children is challenging, it would be interesting to examine whether models trained on acted bullying gestures by adults can be used to correctly classify test gestures by children. Furthermore, it is worth exploring whether examples of children’s bullying behaviors are enough to train sequence classifiers for real-time bullying recognition. Finally, the detection of synchronous bullying behaviors among groups of children is another natural extension of this work.
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